From Laurence B.Goodhue
Follow up on Tuesday February 2019 City Council Agenda Item dealing with the commendable concep�
and plans for a Homeless Center in Council District 9In Long Beach.

The record should reflect that the comments of this resident who has lived in Long Beach since 1977
Set forth last night included:
My support for the concept in Chief.
The comments also included articulation of the following:
Circa a month before a young resident (unknown to me) when dealing with an entirely separate
Project-approved for the 9th District-where he lived stated:
The 9th residents in the 9th District have the LOWEST LIFE EXPECTANCY of any residents with the
City of Long Beach.

When referencing said comments-MY expressed view on that such was that the City should test thEj
Waters and Pipe lines through which said waters flow---visa a via the
CLEARLY DISEASED AND DEMENTED MIND SETS OF THOSE WHO HAVE BEEN CHAMPIONING of the
DEGENARATE SNOOPE DOG---WITH HIS DEMENTED AND DISEASED MIND SET AS TO WHO WOMENi
SHOULD BE VIEWED AND TREATED

A few minutes later an apparent fellow traveler of Councilman Richardson-who also lives in
District 9-stated-he drinks the referenced water -and there is nothing wrong with HIM!!!!

Indeed, the 9th District residents have been plagued with the DISEASED AND DEMENTED MINDSET
for decades wince LONG BEACH'S NUMBER 1 THUG ROAMED UNCHECKED .. as Chronicled by
Patrick O'Dowd-a LBPD Long Beach Detective.

Come we know to the most DISTURBING CONSEQUENCES OF THE REFEREANCED DISEASED AND

DEMENTED CONDUCT
Among those to be housed in said facility---are WOMEN---who WOULD be exposed to the DISEASED
& DEMENTED MIND SETS of Councilman Richardson/His Fellow /Travelers such as LONG BEACH'S�
THUG!!!!

That knocks on the door of the good BISHOP OF ROME-and those that came before the GOOD BISHOP
have had to deal with it!!!!!

Laurence B. Goodhue
Long Beach, California
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Not until the speaker introduced herself as
Councilperson Laura Richardson did I become
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